No. 2008/M(N)/951/21 Pt. III

The Chief Mechanical Engineer
East Central Railway
Hajipur

Sub: Acceptance of debits against the wagon NPOH repairs through the Railway PSUs

Ref: (1) Railway Board's letter No. 2008/M(N)/951/21 Pt. III dated 30.03.2015
(2) CRSE/Frt./ECR's letter No. ECR/MEC/WAG/463 dated 23.04.2015

With reference to (2) above, it is advised that as per the Indian Railway Financial Code Volume 2, the special repairs of wagons are charged to allocation No.340 under Demand No. 6. In the cases of special repairs carried out in Workshops, the Workshops raise debits on the owning Railway for the cost of repairs.

Since the wagons in question are unloadable wagons requiring special repairs, the cost of the repairs will be chargeable accordingly. Therefore, it is clarified that ECR will raise debit on the owning Railway and the owning Railway shall accept the same under allocation No.06-340. These repairs are not being done in the open line and therefore, are to dealt with in the same way as in the case of Workshop repairs.

This procedure shall be applicable in other cases also with respect to Reference (1) above.

This issues with concurrence of Finance Dte. of Ministry of Railways.

Copy to: 1. CMEs of All Indian Railways except ECR: for information and necessary action
2. EDFX-I/Railway Board: for kind information please

(Brijesh Dixit)
Dir. Mech. Engg. (Frt.)